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Abstract 

In scaling up optical network capacity in space-division multiplexing, the three stage Clos 

network has been used for building high port count switches with reduced Crosspoint. This 

paper presents a new three stage Clos architecture with extra internal routes yielding a smaller 

number of crossbar switches. The three-stage Clos network, denoted by C(n, m, r), where n, m, 

and r represent the number of input (output) ports of the input (output) switches, the number of 

middle switches, and the number of input and output switches, respectively, is widely used. 

Here, we consider Clos networks that include conventional crossbar switch elements, which 

are composed of 22 basic cells often used in optical networks. First, we point out that the 

crossbar switches have a number of idle ports unused, and discuss how they can be employed 

to improve the network performance. We then introduce a new type of Clos network in which 

the middle stage is composed of bidirectional crossbar switches with extra sets of inlets and 

outlets. This is done by utilizing the idle ports on the crossbar switches. Second, we elaborate 

on the non-blocking performance of this network and show that the theoretical lower bound of 

m for rearrangeable non-blocking capability can be reduced by 25% of the original Clos 

network when idle ports are used. We also demonstrate that when m = n, the number of 

rearrangements is reduced to one at most, regardless of the values of n and r, while typical 

Clos networks require r  1 rearrangement in worst-case scenarios. Finally, we show that m 

in the wide-sense non-blocking bidirectional Clos network can be approximately 25% lower 

than in the conventional strictly non-blocking Clos network. With this result, the architecture 

can be applicable to three stage clos networks where the size of the middle switches is larger 

than that of inputs and outputs stages. 

 

Keywords: Switch network, Three-stage clos network, Non-blocking condition, Bidirectional 

switches, Rearrangeable non-blocking switch, Wide-sense non-blocking switch 

 

1. Introduction 

Since C. Clos published his seminal work on three-stage switch networks, the Clos 

architecture has been the most practical and Crosspoint-efficient design principle for large 

switching networks [1]. In fact, in many previous studies, the Clos architecture was applied to 

various types of switches, including space-division multiplexed switches [2], time-division 

multiplexed switches [3], packet switches [4], and optical switches [5]. In this study, we 

considered a space-division multiplexed Three-Stage Clos Network (TSCN) with non-blocking 

capability for unicast connection requirements. We assumed that every stage consists of 
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conventional crossbar switches (XBSs), which are composed of 22 basic switch elements 

(BSEs) arranged in a square array [6]. 

Recently, a modified type of XBS in which the idle ports are used as an extra set of inputs 

and outputs attracted the interest of researchers. For example, a single-stage architecture using 

the modified XBS was shown to decrease the number of Crosspoint while maintaining the 

simplicity of the routing control [7][8]. Cascaded and parallel two-stage switches leveraging 

the modified XBSs were also investigated as a method for scaling switch sizes [9][10]. 

However, prior studies focused only on single- and two-stage switch configurations. 

Conventional TSCNs have internal routes fewer than can be provided if idle ports in their XBSs 

were utilized. We expect that when the modified XBSs are used in TSCNs, the extra ports will 

provide additional internal routes without increasing the size of XBSs. This will eventually 

yield a smaller number of XBSs, Crosspoint, and/or rearrangements. In this study, we discuss 

through theoretical analysis how the modified XBS can be applied to TSCNs and describe how 

the switch performance in terms of non-blocking properties and Crosspoint scalability of 

TSCNs can be improved with the introduction of additional routes. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; In section 2, we refer to related works and give 

the approach of our work. In Section 3, we briefly outline TSCNs and modified XBSs and 

introduce some particular definitions and notations for this study. In Section 4, we present a 

new design for TSCNs in which the modified XBSs are used in bidirectional mode. In Section 

5, we elaborate on the theoretical lower bound of the number of middle switches for 

bidirectional TSCNs. We also identify the maximum number of rearrangements in the typical 

case m = n. In Section 6, we suggest a new Wide-Sense Non-Blocking (WSNB) condition for 

bidirectional TSCNs. Section 7 gives the methodology of our study and verifies the WSNB 

properties of the proposed switch through computer simulations. Section 8 presents the results 

of the simulations. We discuss switch performance trade-offs in bidirectional TSCNs. We also 

discuss the implications of our results. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 9. 

 

2. Related works 

Clos networks were at the beginning invented for application in telephone exchange systems. 

However, recently it has been used in wide-ranging applications such as electrical and optical 

cross connects which are essential for building communication networks that are economical 

with highly multiplexed signal links [11]. Clos networks have been classified based on their 

connecting capabilities. Some have been classified as Strictly Non-Blocking (SNB) network 

[12], Rearrangeably Non-Blocking (RNB) [13], wide sense non-blocking [14] and repackable 

networks [15]. In [16], a component efficient design for a parallel optical XBS which utilizes 

the idle ports as extra input ports and/or output ports was proposed. It was observed that 

conventional parallel XBSs composed of 2x2 BSE have a significant number of idle internal 

routes between its idle ports. The author also reported a switch with reduced Crosspoint count 

from N2 to 3N2/4, where N is the switch size. This was only applied in a single and two stage 

architectures. Here we focus on applying it to the three-stage switch architecture. Single stage 

crossbar switch architectures do not fit for dilation as their Crosspoint size increase 

proportionally to N2. Multistage has been the solution to this problem. In [17][18], a Clos 

unidirectional network-on-chip (Clos-UDN) packet switch was proposed which focused on 

traffic balancing and congestion management. The whole XBS was replaced by a crossbar-like 

Network-on-Chip (NoC) operating in unidirectional mode.  The study proposed a use of multi-

hop NoC as a crossbar with inter router wires that were shorter compared to those in a single-

hop conventional crossbar. Hassen and Mhamdi et al. [19][20] proposed a three-stage Clos 
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network switch based on multi-directional NoCs (MDN central modules). Both of these works 

involved replacing the conventional crossbars by UDN and MDN modules respectively. MDN 

modules are modified version of UDNs switches with inputs/outputs ports operating in 

multidirectional mode. The NoC based crossbar modules are expensive because increasing the 

port count involves large NoC modules which ultimately increases the cost of designing them. 

Multi-hop interconnects have a higher latency than the single-hop in the conventional crossbar.  

Also, larger NoC modules are needed to perform well under critical traffic. The focus of the 

above works was on congestion avoidance and load balancing while the focus of our research 

is modifying the conventional XBSs and analyzing how the TSCN non-blocking properties 

varies with respect to the number of middle stage switch requirements and scalability of 

Crosspoint count. We focus on a space switch. The scheduling algorithm and the study of 

arrival traffic patterns in these switches is beyond the scope of this study. 

In this study, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, we stress the potential capabilities 

of bidirectional TSCNs from the viewpoint of switch structure. Discussions about the types of 

XBSs potentially suitable for bidirectional switches and how signal performance is affected in 

bidirectional XBSs are also beyond the scope of this study. However, we believe that 

conventional optical switches implemented with optical fibers and optical waveguide devices [21] 

can be used as bidirectional switches. For example, the validity of bidirectional port assignment 

in an optical XBS was experimentally verified [22]. 

 

3. Outline of TSCs and modified XBSs 

A typical TSCN, denoted by C(n, m, r), is shown in [Figure 1], where n, m, and r represent 

the number of input (output) ports of input (output) switches, the number of middle switches, 

and the number of input and output switches, respectively. The switch size of the TSCN is 

represented by N  N, where the first and second terms are the number of input and output 

ports, respectively, and N = nr holds. We assume that every XBS in [Figure 1] consists of 2  2 

BSEs arranged in a square array often used in optical switches, as shown in [Figure 2a]. Here, 

each BSE has two connection modes, namely cross and bar [Figure 2b] and [Figure 2c], 

respectively, and is initially set to the cross state. When a connection request between ij and ok is 

issued in an XBS, the BSE at the intersection of the j-th row and the k-th column is flipped to the 

bar state, and the connection is provided over a rectangular route. We also assume non-blocking 

TSCNs, i.e., TSCs in which m  n. The non-blocking capability of conventional TSCs depends 

on m; when m = n, the TSCN is Rearrangeably Non-Blocking (RNB) and requires 

rearrangement of r  1 existing calls for setting up a new call in a worst-case scenario. When 

m = 2n  n/F2r1, where * denotes a floor function and Fk is the k-th Fibonacci number, the 

TSCN is WSNB [23]. No rearrangements are then required, but a complex routing algorithm 

is necessary. When m  2n  1, the TSCN is Strictly Non-Blocking (SNB) and does not require 

any rearrangements or designated routing algorithms. For the WSNB TSCN, m approaches 2n 

 1 when n = r and n  . The non-blocking capabilities in the range m = n  1 to 2n  2 are 

still incompletely understood [24]. Hereafter, we will use four terms, namely ‘input,’ ‘inlet’, 

‘output’, and ‘outlet’, in specific ways. The terms ‘input’ and ‘output’ will refer to the TSCN’s 

ports through which external signals can enter and exit, respectively, while the terms ‘inlet’ and 

‘outlet’ will refer to the ports of each XBS dedicated to interconnection between XBSs. 

Note in [Figure 2a] that there are idle ports on the top and right sides of XBSs that are reserved 

for scaling. When the XBS sizes are fixed, it is natural to use them as additional inlets and outlets 

for interconnection within a single XBS for single-stage configurations [7] or between two XBSs 

for two-stage configurations [9]. Two types of modified XBS, with unidirectional and 
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bidirectional modes respectively, were suggested in [10]. These are shown in Fig. 3, where inlets 

(outlets) are numbered in ascending order from top (left) to bottom (right), i.e., 1 to p (q), 

respectively. Note that extra sets of inlets and outlets are identified by a prime mark, as in i'j and 

o’k, and their locations differ between [Figure 3a] and [Figure 3b]. Note also that the bidirectional 

modified XBS has a symmetric port assignment, i.e., each row (column) accepts (emits) a pair of 

signals from both ends. The unidirectional type, in contrast, is asymmetric; for example, the 

number of inlets on the left side is different from that on the top. In a preliminary study of ours 

[10], we observed that the application of bidirectional XBSs to TSCNs is relatively easy owing 

to their symmetry. Thus, we focused on bidirectional XBSs in this study. Note that the 

bidirectional modified XBS with p rows and q columns shown in [Figure 3b] has 2p inlets and 

2q outlets. However, we refer to it as the p  q bidirectional XBS because it cannot accept up to 

2p input and 2q output signals, as described later.  

 

 

Figure 1. N  N three-stage Clos network, denoted by C(n, m, r), under consideration in this study. 

Each stage is composed of n  m, r  r, or 2m  n XBSs 

 
                          (a) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   (b) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   (c) 

 

Figure 2. Crossbar switch composed of 2  2 BSEs. (a) Square-array configuration and rectangular 

route between ij  and ok; (b) Default cross state of a BSE; (c) Bar state of a BSE 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Two possible types of modified XBSs. (a) Unidirectional modified XBSs restrict signals to 

flow in one direction in each row and column; (b) Bidirectional modified XBSs have a symmetric 

input/output port assignment and allow signals to flow in two directions in a disjoint manner 

4. General description of bidirectional TSCs 

Let us begin with a generalized structure of a bidirectional TSCN, denoted by CB(n, m, r) 

and shown in Fig. 4. For the sake of simplicity, only a portion of the switch links between stages 

are depicted. Similar to conventional TSCNs, the CB(n, m, r) consists of three stages. Each stage 

is composed of identical XBSs indexed as Ix, My, or Oz (1  x  r, 1  y  m, 1  z  r). In the 

middle stage, conventional r  r XBSs serve as r  r bidirectional XBSs with extra sets of r 

inlets and r outlets. Note that a pair of links is provided between Ix (Oz) and a row (column) of 

My, respectively, while only a single link is provided there in conventional TSCNs. As a result, 

My may accept (emit) up to two input (output) signals between Ix (Oz) and My, respectively. For 

example, when one inlet ij (1  j  r) corresponds to an outlet ok (1  k  r), the other inlet i'j 

may correspond to o’l (1  l  r and l  k). This is shown in [Figure 5a] two signals may 

simultaneously coexist in a single column in a disjoint manner. Similarly, when one input signal 

from ij is routed to ok, the other outlet o'k may accept another input signal from i’h (1 h  r and 

h  j). This is shown in [Figure 5b] two signals may simultaneously coexist in a single row. 

The sharing of columns and rows may reduce the number of middle switches; however, it can 

also cause blocking. We discuss how to resolve or avoid blocking in Sections 5 and 6.  

The input switch Ix (1  x  r) is an n  2m ordinary XBS in which o2y - 1 and o2y (1  y  m) 

are connected to ix and i’x of the middle switch My. Note that both ix and i’x of My may have an 

input signal, as shown in Fig. 5a. This duplication, on the one hand, can improve the routing 

performance of the bidirectional TSCN. On the other hand, however, the number of outlets of 

Ix becomes twice as large as that of a conventional input switch, resulting in an increase in 

crosspoints. Similarly, the output switch Oz is an ordinary 2m  n XBS. Note that ok and o’k of 

My, with 1  k  r and 1  y  m, are connected to i2y- 1 and i2y of Ok. Both i2y– 1 and i2y of Ok may 

simultaneously receive signals from ok and o’k in My, as shown in Fig. 5b. As a result, the total 

number of crosspoints in the input and output switches of the bidirectional TSCN becomes 

twice as large as that of a conventional TSCN. Nevertheless, if the total number of crosspoints 

in the middle switches can be reduced by more than the increase in crosspoints in the input and 

output switches, excellent performance can be achieved at the cost of an increase in crosspoints, 

the bidirectional TSCN is worth using. Details about the underlying performance trade-offs are 

discussed in Section 8. 
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Figure 4. Bidirectional TSCN, denoted by CB(n, m, r), using modified XBSs in bidirectional mode in 

the middle stage. 

 
(a)  

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Sharing of a single row/column with a pair of routes in My in a disjoint manner. (a) A pair of 

routes may simultaneously coexist in a column when l  k; (b) A pair of routes may simultaneously 

coexist in a row when h  j 

5. Rearrangeably non-blocking bidirectional TSCNs 
 

5.1. Theoretical lower bound of m 

In a conventional TSCN, such as the one shown in [Figure 1], n input ports in Ix correspond 

to output ports through m middle switches over a single link between stages. It is evident that 

the lower bound of m for non-blocking is m = n. In the bidirectional TSCN depicted in Fig. 4, 

there is a pair of links between every pair of switches. This duplicated link configuration allows 

two routes between a pair of XBSs, and m is reduced to n/2 for a special connection request; 

this is the case, for example, when l = k and j = h hold in [Figure 5a] and [Figure 5b], 

respectively. We refer to this special pattern as a set of compact connections. In general, 
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however, two connections require three row/column resources, as shown again in [Figure 5a] 

and [Figure 5b], although they require four row/column resources in conventional TSCNs. 

Consequently, our proposition for the lower limit of m for the bidirectional TSCN, denoted by 

mL, is as follows: 

𝑚𝐿 = [
3

𝑓4
𝑛],     (1) 

where * denotes a ceiling function.  

Conventional TSCNs with minimum number of middle switches, i.e., m = n, become 

rearrangeably non-blocking. The number of rearrangements is given by r  1 in a worst-case 

scenario in which rearrangements are confined within a pair of middle switches [25]. In the 

diminished bidirectional TSCN with mL < n, every middle switch accommodates up to 4r/3 

connections. There is no definite boundary for a set of r connections, unlike conventional TSCs. 

In other words, the whole set of middle switches in the diminished bidirectional TSCN can be 

virtually seen as a single switch, similar to triangular switches, for which the number of 

rearrangements increases to N  1. Consequently, the number of rearrangements for CB(n, mL, 

r) in a worst-case scenario, denoted by RB(n, mL, r), is expressed as follows: 

𝑅𝐵(𝑛, 𝑚𝐿 , 𝑟) = 𝑁 − 1     (2) 

The elaborate mathematical proofs of Eqs. (1) and (2) are out of the scope of the study; 

however, we verified the validity of Eq. (1) through the simulations presented in Section 7.  

 

5.2. Rearrangement for the case m = n 

Although non-interruptive rearrangement techniques were developed [26], it is necessary to 

minimize the number of rearrangements to address high-speed switching applications. Here, 

we discuss how the number of rearrangements can be reduced for a typical bidirectional TSC 

with m = n, denoted as RB(n, n, r). In Ix of CB(n, n, r), we assume that an input signal ij (1  j  

n) is forwarded to either ok or o’k (1  k  n). This restriction on routing allows a simplified 

switch configuration of Ix, as shown in [Figure 6], where the j-th input signal is switched to 

either ok or o’k through an additional 1  2 switch. Note that the switch size of Ix becomes n  

n, instead of n  2n as in Fig. 4, and there is at most a single signal on each row of Ix. It is evident 

that no blocking occurs in Ix because neither a row nor a column is shared by two signals there. 

In the middle stage, every row of My also has a single signal, similar to Ix, because it accepts a 

signal from either a left or right inlet. Therefore, no blocking can occur in a row of My. 

However, blocking can occur in a column of My as a result of two signals sharing that column. 

In My shown in Fig. 7a, the solid rectangular route between ij and ok denotes an existing 

connection, whereas the dashed route between i'h and o’k represents a new connection to be set 

up. Blocking occurs when these connections overlap in a column (i.e., h > j). However, note 

that i'h and o’k are idle because a new connection must be routed through idle ports. Note also 

that i'j and ih are idle as well because of the exclusive routing on a row in My. Under such 

conditions, the blocking will be resolved by diverting the existing connection to alternate routes 

through the same row, i.e., i'j to o’k, as shown in [Figure 7b]. Consequently, CB(n, n, r) requires 

a single rearrangement at most, regardless of n or r. Accordingly, RB(n, n, r) is expressed as 

follows: 

𝑅𝐵(𝑛, 𝑛, 𝑟) = 1.   (3) 

The simplicity of the rearrangement control described above means that the complexity of 

rearrangement is O(1), whereas the complexity in the conventional C(n, n, r) is O(r).  
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Figure 6. Design example of Ix for C(n, n, r). Note that an input signal is routed to either ok 

or o'k (1  k  n) through a 1  2 switch and the number of outlets is reduced to n instead of 

2n, although n additional 1  2 switches are required. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Blocking and unblocking at My. (a) Blocking state in a column; (b) Unblocking by 

diverting an existing connection (ij , ok) to  (i'j , o’k). 

6. Wide-sense non-blocking bidirectional TSCNs 

In the previous section, we found that row/column sharing reduces the lower bound of m for 

RNB bidirectional TSCNs. We further expect that both WSNB and SNB types can be realized 

by increasing m, similar to conventional TSCNs. Given that row/column sharing should be 

maintained to keep m as small as possible, bidirectional TSCs that require no rearrangements 

become WSNB. Here, we introduce a primitive type of WSNB bidirectional TSCN, shown in 

Fig. 8, based on a conventional SNB TSCN for which the minimum m is given by the following 

expression: 

𝑚𝑆𝑁𝐵 = 2𝑛 − 1.   (4) 

Eq. (4) holds in the worst-case scenario as follows. Assume that n  1 input ports of an input 

switch Ii correspond to output switches, excluding Ok, through a set of n  1 middle 

switches M𝑗
𝑖  (𝑗 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑛 − 1), while n  1 output ports of the output switch Ok correspond to 

input switches, excluding Ii, through a different set of n  1 middle switches Mℎ
𝑘 (ℎ = 1, ⋯ , 𝑛 −

1). When a connection request occurs between the last idle input port of Ii and the last idle 

output port of Ok, an extra middle switch M𝑥 is necessary for SNB TSCNs. The sum of middle 

switches in these three sectors is 2n  1. In bidirectional TSCNs, each independent set of n  1 

middle switches, as depicted in Fig. 8, can be reduced to mL, as shown in Eq. (1). Consequently, 

the WSNB condition for bidirectional TSCNs is expressed as follows: 
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𝑚𝑊𝑆𝑁𝐵 = 2 ⌈
3

4
(𝑛  1)⌉ + 1 ≤ ⌈

3

2
𝑛⌉ + 1,   (5) 

where the equality holds when n = 4d (d = 1, 2, 3, …) Here, we see that mWSNB is smaller than 

mSNB by approximately 25%. The WSNB bidirectional TSCN requires a certain call packing 

algorithm for row/column sharing, the details of which are discussed below.  

 

 

Figure 8. Worst-case scenario for WSNB bidirectional TSCs based on conventional SNB TSCs 

7. Methodology and simulation results 

The methodology employed in this study involves building simulation models of our 

proposed switch using C programming. We then examined the non-blocking performance of 

bidirectional TSCNs through simulation of call connection and disconnection. The number of 

middle stage switches which determine the non-blocking properties was observed in relation to 

blocking occurrence in the simulation. In the simulation, we focused on the middle switches in 

WSNB bidirectional TSCNs because no blocking occurs in the input and output switches. Two-

dimensional data arrays were used to represent the connections at every inlet and outlet of the 

XBSs in the middle stage. The first dimension of such arrays represented the XBS number s, 1 

 s  m, whereas the second dimension represented the inlet or outlet number of the XBS l, 1  

l  r. The content referred to by these two arguments indicated an associated inlet or outlet 

number t, 0  t  r. Note that t = 1 indicated an idle state i.e. no connection existing at that 

port. Fig. 9a shows a simplified flowchart of the simulation implementation. The simulation 

procedure begins with the initialization of all the data arrays to ensure that no initial connection 

exists in the bidirectional TSCNs. Next, an initial call setup is performed by assigning the inlet 

of the XBSs with the destination outlets and linking the outlets with the source inlets. We 

assume an initial call setup with 100% load. 

We examined a number of initial call connection patterns and found that the set of compact 

connections defined in Section 5.1 is suitable for imposing the worst situation. Next, an 

arbitrary pair of connections is selected and disconnected. After the disconnection, the 

destinations are swapped, and an attempt to reconnect the two new requests is made. The 

algorithm begins by searching for an available route for the first request, and if it successfully 

finds the route, it sets it up and then searches for an available route for the second request in 

the same way.  
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 (a) 

 
      (b) 

Figure 9. Algorithm flowchart to test the call setup in CB(n, m, r). (a)  Whole simulation process; (b) 

Details of path search for setting up the first and second calls 

Note that during the route search, row/column pair connections are given priority, i.e., the 

algorithm always seeks to establish a row/column pair connection for a new call so as to use 

the switch resources efficiently. We define two parameters, C[s] and R[s], that represent the 

number of pairs formed in the column and row directions, respectively, in the s-th XBS. A 

detailed flowchart of the free-route search for the first and second calls is shown in Fig. 9b. An 

idle route is sought in the XBSs in sequence (or s = 1 to m). At the s-th middle switch, C[s] and 

R[s] are compared. If C[s] > R[s], an idle route is sought in the row direction to achieve a load 

balance between C[s] and R[s].  If C[s] < R[s], an idle route is sought in the column direction 

to increase C[s]. If C[s] = R[s], the algorithm skips from s to s + 1. If there are no row/column 

pairs to be made, then the call could be set up using a default route search, which does not 

necessarily search for pairs. If no available route is found, it is concluded that a call could not 

be set up, blocking occurred in the bidirectional TSCN for that particular request, and the 

procedure ends in failure. Note that a simple first-fit strategy is used for every path search. 

Although our path search algorithm requires several runs to search for an available route 

through each of the middle switches, the complexity for setting up a connection is O(mr), which 

is the same as in conventional TSCNs with SNB capability. 

In the simulation, n = r was assumed, i.e., N = n2, and m was varied for several pairs of fixed 

n and r to check the point at which blocking in the bidirectional TSCNs did not occur. The 

maximum number of loops was 1 × 1014  for each setting of n. We deemed that this was 

sufficient to test for non-blocking conditions because we observed that blocking in 

conventional TSCNs, i.e., C(n, m, n), was always detected within a loop count of 1 × 1010 , as 

shown in [Figure 10a], where n = 8, 12, and 16. 
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 (a) 

 
      (b) 

Figure 10. Loop count when the first blocking occurred vs. the number of middle switches (m). 

(a) For conventional TSCNs; (b) For bidirectional TSCNs 

8. Discussion 
As can be seen in [Figure10a], the values mSNB = 15, 23, and 31, given by Eq. (4), are 

indicated as vertical dotted lines; in these cases, no blocking was observed. Fig. 10b shows the 

loop counts when the first blocking occurred in CB(n, m, n) as a function of m for n = 4, 6, 8, 

10, 12, and 14. Each vertical dotted line corresponds to mWSNB given by Eq. (5). The value of m 

increased until no blocking occurred for the maximum number of loops. Table 1 shows a 

relationship of n and N of the results from fig. 10b. It shows the number of middle stage 

switches at which blocking in the switch is occurring and the point at which blocking is no 

longer detected. Note that blocking continued to occur until the number of middle switches m 

was equal to or less than 3n/2. Blocking ceased when the number of middle-stage switches 

reached  3n/2 + 1. Consequently, we found that Eq. (5) holds as a test of the WSNB condition, 

although we performed simulations within a limited range of n and m. Given that Eq. (5) was 

derived from Eq. (1), which corresponds to the row/column-sharing scheme, we also verified 

Eq. (1) indirectly. 

The theoretical analysis involved a consideration of switch performance for conventional 

and bidirectional TSCNs as summarized in Table 2 as a function of m, the maximum number 

of rearrangements, the total number of crosspoints, and the differential number of crosspoints 

to C(n, n, r). We calculated the number of crosspoints in an n  m XBS as nm. For example, 

the numbers of crosspoints in the first, second, and third stages in C(n, n, r) are respectively 

given by n2r, r2n, and n2r. As a result, the total number of crosspoints in C(n, n, r) is 2 n2r + 

r2n, which  results in N(2n + r), as shown in Table 2, because N = nr holds. Note that n and r 

are correlated to each other for a given N. We approximated several values in [Table 1] to 

identify the differences in performance easily. For example, both x and x  1 are approximated 

as x. The approximated values are denoted by .  

Note that there is a clear performance trade-off relation between the number of 

rearrangements and the total number of crosspoints. For example, C(n, n, r) has r  1 

rearrangements but presents a minimum number of Crosspoint, while CB(n, mWSN, r) and C(n, 

2n  1, r) require no rearrangements at the cost of a significant increase in crosspoints. 

Interestingly, CB(n, mWSN, r) and C(n, 2n  1, r) achieve no rearrangements by increasing the 
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crosspoints in the first and third stages (i.e., ‘4n’ and ‘3n’ in the rightmost column of Table 2), 

while CB(n, mWSN, r) has a smaller number of crosspoints in the second stage (i.e., ‘r/2’ in the 

rightmost column of Table 2). Note that CB(n, n, r) requires a single rearrangement at the cost 

of a moderate increase in crosspoints. CB(n, mL, r) has a maximum number of rearrangements, 

but it presents a lower number of total crosspoints than C(n, n, r) if n  r/4 < 0, i.e., r > 4n. 

Similarly, the difference in total crosspoints between CB(n, mWSN, r) and C(n, 2n  1, r) is given 

by N(n  r/2). Thus, CB(n, mWSN, r) has a lower number of total crosspoints than C(n, 2n  1, r) 

if n  r/2 < 0, i.e. r > 2n. Consequently, the use of CB(n, mL, r) and CB(n, mWSN, r) is expected 

in switch configurations in which the size of the middle switches is twice or quadruple larger 

than that of the input and output switches. 

Table 1. Summary of switch sizes and number of middle stage switches when blocking was last 

detected and when blocking was not detected 

n 
Size of switch 

(N x N) 
Value of m when last 
blocking is detected 

Value of m when no 
blocking is detected  

2 4 x 4 3 4 

4 16 x 16 6 7 

6 36 x 36 9  

8 64 x 64 12  

10 100 x 100 15  

12 144 x 144 18  

14 196 x 196 21  

Table 2. Summary of switch performances for conventional and bidirectional TSCs 

Types of  
TSCs 

Number of  
middle switches 

Number of  
rearrangements 

Total number of  
crosspoints 

Differential number of 
crosspoints to  

C(n, n, r) 

C(n, n, r) n r  1 N (2n + r) 0 

CB(n, mL, r) 3n/4 N  1  N (3n + 3r/4)  N (n  r/4) 

CB(n, n, r) n 1  N (3n + r)  Nn  

CB(n, mWSN, r)  3n/2 + 1 0  2N (3n + 3r/4)  N (4n + r/2) 

C(n, 2n  1, r) 2n  1 0  2N (2n + r)  N (3n + r) 

 

9. Conclusion 
In this study, we considered TSCNs using conventional XBSs, each of which composed of 

2  2 BSEs arranged in a square array. First, we pointed out that XBSs have a number of idle 

ports unused. The purpose of our study was to use these ports. We introduced modified XBSs 

with an extra set of interconnection ports to improve TSCN performance. We then proposed a 

new type of TSCN in which the modified XBSs operate as bidirectional switches and 

row/column sharing may be implemented in a simple manner. Second, we investigated the non-

blocking performance of bidirectional TSCNs through theoretical analysis. We showed that the 

lower bound of m for rearrangeably non-blocking capability can be expressed as m = 3n/4, 

which is smaller than that of original TSCNs by 25% owing to row/column sharing. We further 

showed that when m = n, the number of rearrangements is reduced to one at most, regardless 

of n and r, while ordinary TSCs require r  1 rearrangement in the worst-case scenario. Finally, 

we developed WSNB bidirectional TSCNs based on conventional SNB TSCNs. We also 

showed that their WSNB condition can be expressed as m = 3n/2  1, which is smaller than 

m = 2n  1 for conventional SNB TSCNs by approximately 25%. We also tested the validity 

of the WSNB condition through simulations; the results support our propositions. Through 

performance comparison, we found that bidirectional TSCNs can be used in TSCNs in which 
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the size of the middle switches is larger than that of the input and output switches. Although 

our theoretical analysis indicates the viability of the bidirectional TSCNs, experimental analysis 

as well as further detailed theoretical analysis will be necessary to realize these networks fully. 

It will constitute a research subject for future study.  
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